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Face with a Heart is the new #1 international bestselling method of makeup application. Its

innovative techniques and product suggestions are designed for all face types and lifestyles. It

teaches both the theory and practice of the Face with a Heart Authentic Beauty MakeupÂ®

method.Â  Applicable to both the end user and makeup artist alike, Face with a Heart redefines and

simplifies beauty makeup forever. Convenient online companion video tutorials accompany this

book to ensure that when you choose to use makeup, you feel authentically beautiful.
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I don't wear makeup everyday, so I never thought I'd get a book about "mastering" it. But I watched

a couple video tutorials on the Makeup Gourmet Facebook page and was sold enough to get the

book, which has been perfect for me. The author is so refreshing and totally different from the sales

hype you get at a cosmetic counter. It's like he's on your side and he knows how to take the mystery

out your whole relationship with makeup. I actually felt really RELIEVED after reading this book. It

took away all the guesswork and now I'm confident about what makeup is right for me and how to

enjoy using it. (And bonus, now I know which products and advice I can skip). I love how I look and

have gotten compliments about looking "rested" and "happy."This book lives on my bathroom

counter and it's designed to be used that way. Even the pros use it, which intimidated me at first, but

once I started using the book I never thought about that again. It is easy to follow and makes sense.

You actually learn why makeup does what it does and it's interesting to see things like lines,



shades, shapes, and countours explained. I also like that this book's definition of beauty is about

enjoying and expressing your true self vs. trying to cover up or look like some magazine cover.

Again, very refreshing.

This an awesome makeup book. The techniques are sound and easy to follow. I must have 50-100

makeup books and this is my favorite-yes, even better than Kevin Aucoin! (Kevin's book are lush,

but not too much insider info.) There are little tips and tricks I have never read in another book (how

to properly apply color corrector, how to "Bambi" the eye for example) The only down side is that

there are typos and spacing issues. Still worth it though.

Unlike the Bobbie Brown books, Christopher Hopkins' book, and the Makeup Wakeup, this book

gives clear and concrete instructions on how to apply makeup: specific techniques that, with the

help of the free accompanying YouTube videos, you will be able to apply. He does not get into

specifics for particular issues beyond skin tone, but the basic technique and method for mapping the

face apply to all faces, whatever age or shape.

I ordered this book last week, I received my copy Friday, I am so Impressed with this book. I have

read and attended a makeup training program, (80 hours). I learned a lot about color and technique,

but when I started reading this book, WOW, at least for me so much of the other information I

learned all of a sudden started to make sense, I had the basic knowledge of HOW, but when I

started to read and understand to ask and see the WHY. Thank you Chris Scott for sharing such a

valuable secret in the "Face with a Heart"

Really first book EVER to show how to do makeup with links to how to videos on the author's

website for each part if needed. Finally had the opportunity from a book to learn and understand

what to do. Why don't other makeup artists include this information in their books???

Really well written and informative book. Love his different approach. The complementary videos

are awesome! I learned a lot! Maybe I missed it but the only thing I didn't see was how to chose eye

shadow colors. Perhaps this will require a whole new book....which I'll buy immediately!

Ever since I first discovered Chris Scott's MakeupGourmet video tutorials I've bern a fan. His

explanations are clear, to the point and very usable for the regular woman. I have yet to apply his



new method, but reading the book it made a lot of sense.

Great book! I've been using the techniques in this book for a few months now. I'm surprised every

day with the compliments I receive --I.e., my skin looks brighter, I look much younger, even that I

look beautiful. I'm only sorry I didn't understand before how to put my efforts to better use. It's much

more satisfying to put on makeup now. Also, I don't look like I'm wearing too much makeup. I have a

casual, natural look. Great book. I especially like the specific techniques, the overall principles to

them, the best brushes to buy and what step are ok to skip if I'm short on time. BTW, I've purchased

some products from the author's website and they're better priced than I've found elsewhere and

the quality is great.
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